
to a splitting Avt =695.0 kHz, as against  Av" =698.2 
HZ.' Th is  allows u s  to state that the experimental ly  
observed value of Av a g r e e s  with that  calculated by us ,  
since the difference between the splittings Av' and Av" 
lies within the l imi t s  of the measurement  accuracy.  
Unfortunately, the splitting (19) tu rns  out to b e  much 
less than the value that  can b e  reg i s te red  at presen t  in  
experiment with two different rotating RR even if the 
Verdet  constant is increased  by two o r d e r s  of magni- 
tude compared with R of K-8 glass .  

Thus, bes ides  the good quantitative agreement  of the 
theoretical analysis ,  proposed in the p resen t  paper ,  
f o r  the propagation of an electromagnet ic  field in  rotat- 
ing optically act ive media,  with the experimental  data ,  
our  experiment  has  confirmed the validity of relat ion 
(16), which is a s ta tement  of t h e  additivity of the effect 
of non-reciprocity when account is taken of the  rotation 
of a gyrotropic medium. 
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Polarization of resonance fluorescence of an atom with 
degenerate levels in a strong field 
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The problem of resonance scattering of a monochromatic way by an atom with allowance for saturation 
effects is solved in the radiation-field coherent-state representation. A general calculation scheme for 
scattering by a multilevel atom is presented. The exact solution for a two-level atom is identical with the 
results obtained by other authors. The method is applied to the problem of scattering of a linearly polarized 
light wave by two degenerate levels of the S, , , -P, , ,  type in alkali metal atoms. The polarization 
characteristics of the process are discussed. 

PACS numbers: 32.50. + d 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A number of p a p e r s  are devoted t o  t h e  question of t h e  
f luorescence spec t rum of a two-level a t o m  in t h e  field 
of a n  intense monochromatic wave for  t i m e s  which are 
much l a r g e r  than the lifetime of the  f r e e  atom. '-I5 
T h e r e  i s  a well-known expression f o r  t h e  probability of 
spontaneous emission of a photon with frequency w p e r  
unit frequency interval: which in the  c a s e  of high in- 
tensity of the incident field (52 >> y ,  I E I ) t a k e s  t h e  f o r m  

71 4 37/16 + 37/16 -. 
Io(0)= ( o - o r , ) - f y - / ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ , - Q ) ' + 9 ~ ' 1 1 6  (o-ot,+Q)2+9yz/16 

(1) 
Here who is the frequency of t h e  incident wave, w,  is the  
separat ion between levels ,  y is the  spontaneous width, 
52 = IE . d I/ti i s  the Rabi  frequency, and c = w, - who 

is the  resonance detuning p a r a m e t e r .  

We should point out that the  r e s u l t s  of work on reson-  
a n c e  f luorescence substantially depend on the mathe- 
mat ica l  formulation and t h e  physical  set-up of the  prob- 
l e m ,  and  very  often a g r e e  only when t h e  exciting ra- 
diation is of high intensity. An ana lys i s  of the  reasons  
f o r  such a divergence of the r e s u l t s  is presented in 
p a p e r s  by Swain1' and Raman. l2 One frequently used 
method f o r  solving the  problem i s  expansion of the wave 
function of the field in states with a fixed number of 
photons, and a n  approximate uncoupling of the infinite 
sys tem of equations f o r  the  density m a t r i x  e lements  
formed i n  th i s  c a ~ e . ~ - ~ * ~ - ' ~  We must approach the eval- 
uation of the r e s u l t s  obtained by th i s  means  very cau- 
tiously, s ince they depend substantially on the  uncoup- 
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ling method employed. l2 A different approac h2*.14 is 
based on factorization of the density matrix of the 
"atom + field" system (the Markov approximation). 
Such a procedure may be justified by the fact that 
c h n g e s  occurring in the atom affect the vacuum field 
weakly. l5 

In this work we show that the use of dipole and reson- 
ance approximations allows u s  to carry out the solution 
of the problem of the resonance fluorescence spectrum 
to the end without drawing on any additional assump- 
tions. The use of coherent field states plays an essen- 
tial role in this presentation. The equations thus ob- 
tained for the matrix elements a r e  analogous to the 
equations for an atom in a random external field whose 
amplitude has a Gaussian distribution. 

2. COMPUTATIONAL TECHNIQUE 

The radiation-field coherent-states representation is 
best suited for the mathematical formulation of the prob- 
lem.16 First  of all, in this representation the equations 
for the matrix elements of the operators, as will be 
seen later, have a compact form. Secondly, the co- 
herent states carrespond better to the physical formula- 
tion of the problem. Indeed, if the radiation field is  
confined in a resonator, the number of photons in each 
mode i s  the convenient variable; in the situation under 
consideration, the radiation falls on each atom with a 
continuous flux and is scattered. Here, the potential 
of the field a t  the point a t  which the atom i s  located i s  
an even more appropriate variable. 

To start  with, let us  present the overall computation- 
a l  scheme for the case of a multilevel system-for 
example, a two-level system with an arbitrary degree 
of level degeneracy. The Hamiltonian of the system is 
written in the usual form (li=c = 1) 

where conventional symbols a r e  used: a: and a, a r e  
the creation and annihilation operators of the system in 
the m-th energy level;Cfx andCkAare the photon crea- 
tion and annihilation operators; P,,,, is the matrix ele- 
ment describing the coupling of the atom with the field. 

The parameter which must be determined-the spec- 
t r a l  density P(w)-is the number of photons scattered 
per unit time per unit frequency interval (i. e. , a di- 
mensionless parameter), and is expressed a s  follows: 

where the vector la) corresponds to the state of the 
atom and the radiation field as t - -* ; c; and C, are  
the scattered field operators. On the other hand, using 
an arbitrary complete set of states IP), we may write 

where urn = a:a,. 

In accordance with Eq. (4), in the equations of motion17 
for the operators Urn, (they a r e  not given here due to 
their unwieldiness) we go from the operators to their 
matrix elements between the initial Iff) and intermed- 
iate I@) states. We define the latter as follows: 

iai=r,lf), lp)=xm fl I g k i + f 6 k l ; . d r ~ ) ,  (5) 
U. 

where xmo is the wave function of the initial state of the 
atom (t - --I, and Ifi is the coherent state of the ra- 
diation field corresponding to the momentum k, andathe 
polarization & (incident wave). In the intermediate 
states, it is convenient to  separate out the initial am- 
plitude f, then g,, represents the deviation from the 
initial values. Furthermore, we consider only those 
intermediate states in which the atom occurs in the 
state x,, since the nondiagonal (relative to the atom) 
matrix elements of the operators satisfy a system of 
homogeneous equations and their contribution a t  t - - 
vanishes. 

We now make some simplifying assumptions, in order 
to eliminate unwieldy symbols. Let all  the levels be 
connected by resonant transitions, which allows us  to 
select oscillating exponentials for the matrix elements 
of the external field by a simple transformation. Then 
we will designate the matrix elements (P 1 om, I a) as 
R,, after excluding the corresponding exponentials. 
The R, satisfy the following system of equations: 

z=<pla)= exp ( - ~ / ~ x  ~ g t i ~ a + i ~ )  . 
kh 

Here the time-independent matrix La, describes the in- 
teraction with the external field and the relaxation pro- 
cesses, and the matrix B,  (also time-independent) is 
composed of the matrix elements /Imnwu; we may drop 
the insignificant phase rp = 2 Im( fgw,). 

From Eq, (6) we obtain for the Fourier components 
of R, 

Eq. (4) may be rewritten now a s  follows: 

If we set all  gk, = 0 in Eq. (6), then, as was to be ex- 
pected, we obtain the usual equations presented by 
Milonni and Smith17 for the density matrix. The pa- 
rameter gk, appears in the role of the amplitude of an 
unusual noise field with a Gaussian distribution. In- 
deed, the inhomogeneous term in system (6) contains 
exp(-$)( C Igk,I2), meaning that 

and the summation over the intermediate states I@), 
which according to Eq. (9) i s  reduced to integration over 
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Ig, I and a r g  gk A, means averaging over the Gaussian 
distribution. The noise field i s  unusual because it en- 
ters  into the system in Eq. (6) in a "non-Hermitian" 
manner; i.e., only i ts  positive-frequency part i s  in- 
volved. Thus, use of coherent states allows us to re- 
duce the problem to the system (8), eliminating the dif- 
ficulties associated with the quantum character of the 
field. 

Using the obvious relations (.Z2gm) = 0 and 
k,,, )= gkk,6 ,,,, where (. . .) indicates averaging 

of Eq. (9) over the states of the intermediate field gk,, 
we may show by means of a power ser ies  expansion of 
g,, and term-by-term averaging the validity of the fol- 
lowing relationship: 

corresponding to lack of retardation effects and leading 
to loss of m e m ~ r y . ~  In obtaining this expression, the 
weak dependence of the matrix element Bmn,kA on fre- 
quency was neglected (the dipole approximation) and the 
quantization volume u tended toward infinity (recall that 
Pm,,,-v-'/'), which also led to vanishing of the retar-  
dation effects. We note, however, that the approxima- 
tion involving a weak frequency dependence for PmnSu 
has already been used from the beginning to obtain the 
equation of motion1" for the atomic operators urn,,, SO 

that repetition of i ts  use does not introduce additional 
approximations into the problem. 

Bearing in mind Eq. (10) and taking into account the 
resonance character of the interaction, we may now 
write: 

(R.' ( o - r o t , ) ~ : ( ~ - ~ ~ t J  )-z (6) ri (i):,:. r b ' r b . 6 ( 0 )  6(0-m~.) 
bb' 

where Q satisfies the equation 

Q ~ ~ = Z  (i.)b kG,.rb~rb.6(o) 
bb' 

Thus, the problem of determining the resonance 
fluorescence spectrum in a stro-ng field i s  reduced to 
the inversion of the matrix x - L and the solution of the 
matrix equation for Q [Eq. (12)]. In a particular case 
there follows from (11) and (12), for the fluorescence 
spectrum of a nondegenerate two-level system, an ex- 
pression that agrees exactly with the results of Mol- 
low3; and in the case e' + n2 >> y', also with the results 
of Ref. 13. The limiting form of this expression for 
n >> y, I e I i s  given by Eq. (1). 

3. ALLOWANCE FOR LEVEL DEGENERACY 

Let us now turn to  the study of the fluorescence 
spectrum of a two-level system SlI2-P1,, placed in the 
field of a linearly polarized monochromatic wave, tak- 
ing into account the level degeneracy. We note im- 
mediately that the presence of degeneracy in such a 
system does not lead to an increase in the number of 
peaks in the fluorescence spectrum, since only transi- 
tions with Am = 0 a r e  induced by the wave field (the 

quantization axis i s  chosen along the direction of the 
polarization vector of the incident wave), whereas 
mixing of degenerate sublevels occurs only as a result 
of spontaneous transitions with A m  = k l ,  i. e. , addition- 
a l  Rabi frequencies do not arise.  Nevertheless, it is  
quite essential to take the degeneracy into account, since 
i ts  existence, as will be seen later on, leads to the de- 
velopment of an angular dependence, and to a change in 
amplitudes and widths of the peaks of the fluorescence 
spectrum. 

From Eqs. (11) and (121, we obtain for the spectral 
density of photons scattered per unit time with momen- 
tum k and polarization X: 

Here e, and +A a r e  the polarization vectors of the in- 
cident and scattered fields; the spectral function I,(w) 
in the case $2 >> Y, I E I i s  described by Eq. (1) (its exact 
form in the case of an arbitrary relationship of the pa- 
rameters n ,  & ,  and y i s  given in Ref. 3) and the func- 
tion Il(w) has the form 

where 

and the constants A and B a r e  determined from the re- 
lat ions hip 

The first  term in Eq. (13) describes the radiation scat- 
tered in transitions between atomic levels which a r e  
connected by the external field (am= 0). The compon- 
ent Zl(w) of this expression descrihes the radiation scat- 
tered in transitions with A m  = *1. 

The polarization characteristics of the scattered ra-  
diation, determined by Eq. (13), in certain particular 
cases have rather simple characteristics, which allow 
us  to separate out the spectral components I,(w) and 
Il(w) in the observation. Thus, for example, in the z 
direction (the z axis i s  chosen in the direction of the po- 
larization vector of the incident wave e,, the x and y 
axes in this case a r e  chosen arbitrarily) we will observe 
naturally polarized light with the Il(w) spectrum. The 
scattered radiation propagating along the x axis consists 
of two components: a linearly polarized component along 
the z axis with spectrum I,(w) and a linearly polarized 
component along the y axis with spectrum I,(w). Analy- 
sis of the polarization properties of the scattered radia- 
tion, but for t << Y-l, was carried out by Adonts and 
Kocharyan. l8 For longer observation times ( t  >> yY"), an 
analogous analysis (but only for the case e 2  + n2 >> ?) 
i s  given in Ref. 19. 

Summing over the polarizations in Eq. (131, we ob- 
tain an expression for the angular distribution of the 
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scattered radiation: 

dP(o) =.([I,(@) sin2 0+ I, (o) (l+cos2 0 )  ]d0/4n,  (17) 

where 0 i s  the angle between the z axis and the direc- 
tion of observation. 

The behavior of the function Io(w) in various limiting 
cases has been rather thoroughly investigated by Mol- 
low3; therefore we have decided to only analyze the 
limitingforms of the spectral componentI,(o). Inthe case 
of low intensity of the exciting radiation and a large detun- 
ingparameter (I&( >> y>>a), Eq. (14) is  transformed into 

The primary contribution to the integrated intensity in 
this case comes from the scattering at the unshifted 
frequency. 

In the other limiting case of high intensity of the in- 
cident field ( 0  >>y, I c I ) ,  Eq. (14) takes on the form 

It is  interesting to note that the central peak has a 
Lorentzian shape only for this case. It i s  interesting 
to compare the heights of the central peak (1) and of 
the satellites (3/7), a s  well a s  their integrated inten- 
sities (5 and of the Il(w) component with the cor- 
responding values 1,1/3 and 5, fy  for Io(w). 

The problem of determining the fluorescence spec- 
trum is substantially simplified when the Rabi-nutation 
frequency for any allowed atomic transition i s  signifi- 
cantly greater than i t s  spontaneous width (for the two- 
level system, this condition has the form c 2  + n2>> y2) .  
This condition, indicating nonoverlapping peaks in the 
fluorescence spectrum, i s  satisfied in particular when 
the intensity of the external field reaches its maximum 

value, i. e . ,  when the magnitude of the dynamic Stark 
shift of any level i s  much greater than i ts  spontaneous 
width. For this case,  a method has been proposed,13 
which allows comparatively simple calculation of the in- 
tegrated intensities of the scattered field lines. The 
widths of these lines, a s  follows from Eqs. (11) and 
(12), may be easily determined by calculating the 
imaginary components of the roots of the determinant 
of the x -i matrix. 

In conclusion, the authors twk M. L. Ter-Mikaelyan, 
A.P. Kazantsev, and V. P. Krainov for useful advice 
and discussion of results. 
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